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This paper is concerned with properties of the wave speed for the stochas-
tically perturbed Fisher–Kolmogorov–Petrovsky–Piscunov (FKPP) equation. It
was shown in the classical 1937 paper by Kolmogorov, Petrovsky and Piscu-
nov that the large time behavior of the solution to the FKPP equation with
Heaviside initial data is a travelling wave. In a seminal 1995 paper Mueller and
Sowers proved that this also holds for a stochastically perturbed FKPP equa-
tion. The wave speed depends on the strength σ of the noise. In this paper
bounds on the asymptotic behavior of the wave speed c(σ ) as σ → 0 and σ →
∞ are obtained.
KEY WORDS: Stochastic pde; contact process; particle systems.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we shall be interested in travelling wave solutions to the sto-
chastically perturbed Kolmogorov–Petrovsky–Piscounov (FKPP) equation.
The FKPP equation,(8,10)
ut =uxx +u[1−u], x ∈R, t >0 (1.1)
is perhaps the simplest equation which has travelling wave solutions. In
fact (1.1) has a solution u(x, t)=fc(x − ct) for any c2, where the func-
tion fc(z) converges exponentially to 1 as z→−∞ and to 0 as z→+∞.
In their classic 1937 paper(10) Kolmogorov et al. proved that if u(x, t) is
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the solution of (1.1) with Heaviside initial data, u(x,0)=1, x <0, u(x,0)=






In the 1970s and early 1980s there was much work refining the results
of ref. 10 on (1.1) (see refs. 2 and 12) and also extending the results of
ref. 10 to more general equations (see refs. 1 and 7). In particular the con-
vergence (1.2) to the minimum speed wave was extended by Bramson(2) to
a convergence result for waves of any speed c  2. Evidently if c > 2 the
initial data u(z,0) for (1.1) must have the same asymptotic behavior when
z→+∞ as the wave fc(z).
The fact that the wave speed for solutions of (1.1) depends on the as-
ymptotics of the initial data is somewhat problematic if one considers (1.1)
as a model for the evolution of a physical system. This could be regarded
as a motivation for studying a stochastically perturbed version of (1.1).
The perturbation we consider is however also a very natural extension of
(1.1) from the mathematical point of view. The perturbation we shall be
interested in is the equation,
ut =uxx +u[1−u]+σ
√
u(1−u)W(x, t), x ∈R, t >0, (1.3)
where W(x, t), (x, t)∈R2, is 2-dimensional Gaussian white noise process with
〈W(x, t)〉=0, 〈W(x, t)W(y, s)〉= δ(x −y)δ(t − s), (1.4)
and σ  0 is a parameter which measures the strength of the noise. This
equation has the property that the maximum principle and a duality rela-
tion which hold for (1.1) extend to (1.3).
The maximum principle for (1.3) proved by Shiga(18) is as follows:
Suppose u1(x, t) and u2(x, t) are two solutions of (1.3) with the property
that 1u1(x,0)u2(x,0)0, x ∈R. Then 1u1(x, t)u2(x, t)0, x ∈R,
for all t >0 with probability one. The duality relation for (1.3) was estab-
lished by Shiga and Uchiyama.(19) The definition of the dual process is
quite complicated since it involves local times for Brownian motion. The
duality relation for a discrete version of (1.3) (see (5.1)) is much easier
to understand and is very clearly presented in ref. 5. The duality relation
consists of an identity relating expectations of polynomials in the solu-
tion u(x, t) of (1.3) to expectations for a particle process. The particle
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process consists of particles diffusing on R, with new particles being cre-
ated locally at rate 1, and intersecting particles coagulating at a rate which
depends on σ . When σ =0 the particle process simply consists of branch-
ing Brownian motion, which is well known(2) to be dual to the FKPP
equation (1.1).
In 1995 Mueller and Sowers published a seminal paper(13) establish-
ing the existence of travelling wave solutions to (1.3). An important part
of their proof is the compact support property for solutions to (1.3) with
σ > 0 (proved also in ref. 18). Consider a solution to (1.3) with initial
data which has compact support in the sense that u(x,0)=1 for x a(0),
u(x,0)=0 for x b(0). For t >0 define a(t), b(t) by
a(t) = sup{z∈R :u(x, t)=1, x  z},
b(t) = inf{z∈R :u(x, t)=0, x  z}.
Then −∞ < a(t) < b(t) < ∞ for all t > 0 with probability one. The main
result of the Mueller–Sowers paper is as follows:
Theorem 1.1. For small σ > 0 there exists a unique invariant mea-
sure for wave profiles w(z, t) = u(z + a(t), t), z  0, of compact support.
Further, if for the initial data one has −∞ < a(0) < b(0) < ∞, then there





= c(σ ) with probability 1. (1.5)
In this paper we shall be primarily interested in the behavior of the
wave speed c(σ ) as a function of σ . Our main result is the following:
Theorem 1.2. Suppose the initial data for (1.3) satisfies −∞ <
a(0) < b(0) < ∞. Then for all σ > 0 there exists c(σ ) > 0, depending only





= c(σ ) with probability 1. (1.6)




For small σ , say σ 1/10, it satisfies the inequality,
2 c(σ )2−K log log(1/σ)/[log σ ]2, (1.8)
where K >0 is a universal constant.
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We prove the existence of the limit (1.6) by using the subadditive
ergodic theorem.(11) This avoids much of the technical difficulty in ref. 13
involved with the proof of Theorem 1.1. It does not however yield as
much information. In particular a key part of the proof of Theorem 1.1
in ref. 13 is showing that sup
0<t<∞
[b(t)−a(t)]<∞ with probability one. This
evidently implies that lim
t→∞a(t)/t = c(σ ) for small σ , a fact that cannot be
derived from our argument.
Our proof that c(σ ) > 0 for all σ and the inequality (1.7) uses the
duality relation for (1.3) already mentioned. We implement the duality
relation by going to the discretized version (5.1) of (1.3) discussed in ref. 5,
and then taking the continuum limit. Our argument therefore depends on
the assumption that solutions of the discretized equation (5.1) converge in
law to solutions of the continuous equation (1.3). This does not appear
to have been proved in the literature. Our basic approach to proving that
c(σ )>0 for all σ and (1.7) is to use the fact that the wave speed for (1.3)
is the same as the wave speed for the dual particle system. If σ is large
then the particle system is dilute. Hence the wave front for the particle sys-
tem can be well approximated by a Markov chain consisting of one or two
particles. An analysis of the drift of the Markov chain yields the inequal-
ity (1.7). This estimate is consistent with a conjecture (and simulations) of
Doering et al.(5) that lim
σ→∞σ
2c(σ )=2.
The proof of (1.8) takes up Sections 2, 3, 4. The inequality c(σ ) 
c(0) = 2 is a simple consequence of Jensen’s inequality. The lower bound
on c(σ ) is more difficult to prove. Our argument is based on compar-
ing solutions of (1.3) to a discrete version of the contact process.(11) We
then adapt arguments used to prove the continuity of the wave speed for
the contact process(11) to obtain the estimate (1.8). It has previously been
shown(14) that the scaling limit of a long range voter process yields solu-
tions of the stochastic equation (1.3). The contact process we consider has
short range interactions. The lower bound (1.8) is consistent with a con-
jecture of Brunet and Derrida(3) (see also refs. 9 and 15) that there is a
positive constant K >0 such that
lim
σ→0
[log σ ]2[2− c(σ )]=K.
In order to make the comparison with the contact process we need to
estimate solutions of (1.3). This is done by comparing the solution of (1.3)
to a solution of the equation,
ut =uxx +u+σ
√
uW(x, t), x ∈R, t >0. (1.9)
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Equation (1.9) has the property that expectations of exponentials of linear
functionals of the solution satisfy a nonlinear diffusion equation which has
finite time blow up. The compact support property for solutions of (1.3)
is a consequence of this finite time blow up. We shall need to estimate the
size of the solution before blow up occurs, and we do this by a contrac-
tion mapping argument.
There is by now considerable literature on solutions to (1.3), (1.9) and
related equations. Equation (1.9) has been particularly intensively studied
because of the relation to super-Brownian motion; see, e.g. ref. 16. Other
applications suggest that similar wavefront propagation questions may be
of relevance for stochastic partial differential equations related to (1.3).
For one such example, it is natural to wonder about the effect of
fluctuations on FKPP wavefronts if the space-time white noise in (1.3)
is replaced by a colored noise of finite covariance. This is an interesting
question that remains to be investigated, but we can offer a few obser-
vations. Generally such a modification will destroy the algebraic identi-
ties necessary for duality with a particle system, although if the noise is
white in time but colored in space, and the equation is interpreted as
the spatial continuum limit of a set of spatially discretized Itô equations,
then some aspects of particle duality may still be effective if the diffu-
sive term uxx is properly adapted to the noise correlations. This kind of
generalization was considered by Shiga and Uchiyama,(19) but we will not
speculate on the quantitative implications of such spatial correlations for
wavefronts. In another approach, if the noise is spatially white but tempo-
rally colored (and again interpreted as a limit of a spatially discrete sys-
tem) then we could anticipate strong effects because for short correlation
times the Stratanovich interpretation of the spatially discretized equations
should be applied. These stochastic differential equations are equivalent to
a set of Itô equations with additional noise-induced drift terms, and it is
straightforward to see that for the nonlinear diffusion in (1.3), the noise
induced drift will be affine, ∼ (1−2u), with a coefficient inversely propor-
tional to the spatial lattice spacing (at fixed σ ). Not unexpectedly, any sen-
sible spatial continuum limit would then very likely be either singular or
trivial. For a related example that can be worked out in full detail, see
ref. 4. Hence for colored noise models it is apparent that details of the
application would have to be specified thoroughly and carefully in order
to know how to proceed with the analysis.
Another natural question concerns the effect of fluctuations on other
fundamental models for wavefronts arising in combustion or chemical
kinetics. In these models the logistic drift u(1 − u) in FKPP is replaced
with terms such as um(1 − u) with reaction order m  2, or e−E/u(1 − u)
with activation energy E >0, or other qualitatively reminiscent—although
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not necessarily differentiable or even continuous—functions f (u). There is
a large literature on the deterministic dynamics of such systems (see, for
example, refs. 6 and 21) although there are no general results for stochastic
extensions. Because there is no universal way to “add noise” to these sys-
tems in order to include fluctuations in a physically meaningful way, one
must revert to more primitive models where the approriate effects, due ulti-
mately to microscopic discreteness or perhaps environmental randomness
or other stochastic effects, are properly accounted for. Generally we would
not expect any kind of mathematical duality as appears in the stochastic
FKPP equation. Whether or not certain kinds of noise could produce sim-
ilar qualitative effects as arise in the stochastic FKPP equation is presently
a matter of speculation.
2. APPROXIMATE MONOTONICITY
We consider the solution u(x, t), x ∈ R, t > 0, of (1.3) with initial condi-
tion u(x,0), x ∈ R, satisfying 0 u(x,0) 1, x ∈ R. We wish to show that in
some approximate sense u(x, t) increases with t . For an open interval I ⊂R of
length |I | and a function g : I →R we denote by AvI [g] the average of g over I ,




Proposition 2.1. Let u(x, t) be the solution of (1.3) with initial con-
dition u(x,0). Let I be the interval I = (1,3). Then there exists univer-
sal constants A,ε,C > 0 with the property: If η satisfies σ 2 < η < ε < 1,
and AvI [u(·,0)]  η, then AvI [u(·,A)] < 2η with probability smaller than
C exp[−η/Cσ 2].
We first show that the result holds when σ =0.
Lemma 2.1. If σ =0 then Proposition 2.1 holds.









, x ∈R, t >0. (2.1)
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We conclude that there is a constant c>0 such that u(x,1)cη, 0x 4.
Let J = [0,4] and v(x, t) be the solution of the Dirichlet problem,
vt = vxx +v(1−v), x ∈J, t >1,
v(x,1) = cη, x ∈J, v(x, t)=0, x ∈ ∂J, t >1.
Then it is clear that u(x, t)  v(x, t), x ∈ J, t  1. We also have that
v(x, t)  cηet−1, x ∈ J, t  1. Suppose now T > 1 satisfies cηeT −1 = 1/4.
Since v(x,1) cη sin(πx/4) it follows that










sin(πx/4), x ∈J, 1 t T .














To prove Proposition 2.1 for σ > 0 we shall follow the same strat-
egy as in Lemma 2.1. First we need a stochastic estimate on solutions of
(1.3). Let J be an interval such that [0,4] ⊂J ⊂ [−1,5] and u(x, t) be the








ds e(t−s)GJ (x, y, t − s)
√
u(y, s)[1−u(y, s)] W(y, s),
where GJ is the Dirichlet Green’s function on J . We then have the follow-
ing:
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ds e2(t−s)G2J (x, y, t − s)u(y, s).






exp[2θ2 V (x, t)]
〉
. (2.5)
Now the expectation on the RHS of (2.5) is to be computed for u(x, t) the
solution to (1.3) on J with Dirichlet boundary conditions and initial data
u(x,0), x ∈ J . Observe that this expectation only increases if we assume




on J with Dirichlet boundary conditions and initial data u(x,0), x ∈J .







ds ϕ(y, s)u(y, s),
where u(x, t) is the solution to (2.6) on J with Dirichlet boundary condi-







where v(x, s), s  t, x ∈J , satisfies the initial-boundary value problem,
∂v
∂s
+vxx +v + σ
2
2
v2 +ϕ =0, s < t,
v(x, t)=0, x ∈J, v(x, s)=0, x ∈ ∂J, s < t. (2.8)
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Let X(s), s 0, denote Brownian motion with diffusion constant 1. For a




















where τ is the first exit time from J . (Here we use the standard notation
E[·] for the expectation over Brownian motion.) Then the solution to (2.8)






t − s G(x
′ −y, t − s), y ∈J, 0 s  t, (2.10)
where β >0 is a constant. We shall show that if β is sufficiently large then
















Let Sβ ={v :J × [0, t ]→R :‖v‖1/β}. Then if β σ 2 e2t /2 it follows from
(2.11) that T maps Sβ into Sβ . One can see furthermore that T is also a
contraction mapping whence there is a unique solution v∈Sβ to the equa-
tion v =T v. We conclude therefore that if ϕ satisfies (2.10) then
〈exp[Vϕ(t)]〉 exp[4e2tAvJ [u(·,0)]/β], (2.12)














for any θ >0.
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AvJ [u(·,0)], in which case the RHS of (2.13) is 2 exp[−α2√π/16].







σ +8AvJ [u(·,0)]/σ 2
]
.


















Next we obtain an estimate on the difference N(x, t) − N(x, t − δ)
where t 1, 0<δ <1/10. Similarly to the derivation of (2.5) we have that
〈exp [θ{N(x, t)−N(x, t − δ)}]〉 〈exp[Vϕ(t)]〉, (2.15)
where ϕ(y, s) is given by
ϕ(y, s)=2θ2 e2(t−s)G2J (x, y, t − s), y ∈J, t − δ <s < t, (2.16)
ϕ(y, s) = 2θ2
{
e(t−s)GJ (x, y, t − s)− et−δ−sGJ (x, y, t − δ − s)
}2
,











π(t − δ − s)G(x −y, t − δ − s)
}
,
y ∈J, t −2δ <s < t − δ, (2.17)
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ϕ(y, s)C θ2 e2(t−s)δ2
{
(t − s)−5/2 + (t − s)−1/2
}
G(x −y,2(t − s)),
0<s <t −2δ,




(t + δ − s)1/2 e−2(t−s)|v(x, s)|.
Then taking ϕ to be the function (2.16) it follows from the inequalities
(2.17) that if T is the operator (2.9) then





for some universal constant C1. Let Sθ,δ be the set,
Sθ,δ =
{
v :J × [0, t ]→R :‖v‖δ 2C1θ2δ1/2
}
.
It is clear that if C21θ
2σ 2e2t δ1/2 1/4, then T maps Sθ,δ to Sθ,δ. One
can also see that T is a contraction mapping, whence there is a unique
solution v ∈Sθ,δ to the equation v =T v. It follows then from (2.7), (2.15)
that







2δ2e2t δ1/2 1/4. Arguing as before we conclude that
P
(



















We can make a similar argument to estimate the difference N(x +δ1/2, t)−
N(x, t). Thus we have
P
(
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The result follows now from (2.14), (2.18), (2.19) by the usual dyadic
decomposition method.(20) That is one first decomposes the rectangle J ×
[1, T ] dyadically. Suppose one has an estimate on the probability that the
maximum of N(x, t) on all corners of dyadic rectangles of a given gen-
eration is large. Then one makes use of the inequalities (2.18), (2.19) to
obtain an estimate on the probability that the maximum of N(x, t) on all
corners of dyadic rectangles of the next generation is slightly larger.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Let v(x, t) be the solution to the sto-
chastic Dirichlet problem,
vt = vxx +v(1−v)+
√
v(1−v)W, x ∈J, t >0,
v(x,0) = u(x,0), x ∈ I, v(x,0)=0, x ∈J\I,
v(x, t) = 0, x ∈ ∂J, t >0,
where J is the interval J = [−1,5]. Then u(x, t) v(x, t), x ∈J, t > 0, and
v(x, t) satisfies the stochastic integral equation,
v(x, t) = eγ t
∫
I







ds eγ (t−s)GJ (x, y, t − s)v(y, s)[1−γ −v(y, s)]








dseγ (t−s)GJ (x, y, t − s)
√
v(y, s)[1−v(y, s)]W(y, s).
Taking γ = 1 in (2.20) and using Lemma 2.2 we see that for T > 1 there
are universal constants C1,C2 >0 such that sup
x∈J,1tT
v(x, t)C1 η eT with
probability at least 1 − C2 exp[−η/σ 2C2]. If we take γ = 0 in (2.20) and
again use Lemma 2.2 we see that v(x,1)cη, x ∈ [0,4] for some universal
c > 0 with probability at least 1 −C2 exp[−η/C2σ 2]. Next we consider the
stochastic Dirichlet problem on the interval J1 = [0,4],
wt = wxx +w(1−w)+
√
w(1−w)W, x ∈J1, t >1,
w(x,1) = cη, x ∈J1, w(x, t)=0, x ∈ ∂J1, t >1.
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It follows from our estimates on v that with probability at least 1 −
2C2 exp[−η/C2σ 2] one has
w(x, t)v(x, t), x ∈J1, t 1, sup
x∈J1, 1tT
w(x, t)C1 η eT . (2.21)
Now w(x, t) satisfies the stochastic integral equation,
w(x, t) = e3(t−1)/4
∫
J1







ds e3(t−s)/4GJ1(x, y, t − s)w(y, s)[1/4 − w(y, s)]








ds e3(t−s)/4GJ1(x, y, t − s)
×
√
w(y, s)[1−w(y, s)] W(y, s). (2.23)
Define now A2 by (2.2) and ε similarly to (2.3) by
C1 ε e
A =1/4. (2.24)











The result follows from this last inequality, (2.21), (2.22).
3. LOWER BOUND ON THE WAVE SPEED
In this section we obtain a lower bound on the wave speed provided
σ is sufficiently small. To do this we shall compare the solutions u(x, t)
of (1.3) to a discrete time version of the contact process. For any A1, η
such that 0<η<1 and solution u(x, t) of (1.3) we define random variables
ξm(n), n,m∈Z, m0, as follows:
ξm(n) = 1 if Av(2n,2n+2)[u(·,mA)]η,
ξm(n) = 0 if Av(2n,2n+2)[u(·,mA)]<η. (3.1)
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Next let q satisfy 0<q <1. We define a Markov chain ζm : Z→{0,1}, m=
0,1,2, . . . with transition probabilities determined by q. Let A = {n ∈ Z :
ζm(n)=1} and Xn, n∈A, be i.i.d. Bernoulli variables with P(Xn =0)=q.
Then ζm+1 is defined as follows:
ζm+1(n)=1 if n∈A and Xn =1,
n−1∈A and Xn−1 =1 or n+1∈A and Xn+1 =1; (3.2)
ζm+1(n)=0, otherwise.
Our first lemma is a version of the duality theorem for the contact pro-
cess, Theorem 1.7 of chapter VI of ref. 11.
Lemma 3.1. Assume A,ε, η are as in Proposition 2.1. Let C 1 and
ζm be the Markov chain of (3.2) with q = exp[−η/Cσ 2]. Let 0<δ <1 and
ξm be the variables (3.1) corresponding to a solution of (1.3) with σ 2 <δη.














Proof. We first prove (3.3) for m=1. Let S1 be the set,
S1 ={n∈Z : ζ0(n)=1, ξ0(n−1)+ ξ0(n)+ ξ0(n+1)>0} .








Next let S2 be the set,
S2 ={n∈Z : ξ0(n)=1, ζ0(n−1)+ ζ0(n)+ ζ0(n+1)>0} .
Evidently one has that 2|S2| |S1|. Also there exists a subset S3 ⊂S2 such
that 3|S3| |S2| and the intervals (2n−2, 2n+4), n∈S3, are non-overlap-












The inequality (3.3) for m=1 follows from (3.4), (3.5) by choosing δ suffi-
ciently small. The argument extends to all m1 by induction.
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Next, as in Chapter VI, Section 1 of(11) we construct a probability


















for any initial configuration ζ0 of the Markov chain ζm, m  0. Let







Then ν is defined in terms of f as follows: Suppose ai ∈Z, 1 i N with
a1 <a2 < · · ·<aN . There is the formula,
ν
{








k f (k). (3.7)







We consider f (k), k =1,2, . . . , of the form
f (k)= (q)k−1
/
k2 h(q), k =1,2, . . . , (3.8)
where 0<q and q is the parameter determining the Markov chain ζm of (3.2).
Lemma 3.2. There exist universal constants 1 and ε, 0<ε <1,
ε1/2, such that if 0<q ε then the measure (3.7) determined by (3.8)
satisfies the inequality (3.6) for arbitrary initial configurations ζ0.
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Proof. It is sufficient to prove (3.6) for m = 1, so we shall assume
wlog that m= 1. Suppose first that for some N  1 the set {n∈ Z : ζ0(n)=
1}={1,2, . . . ,N}. Then the RHS of (3.6) is given by







From (3.8) and the fact that q 1/2 we conclude
ν{ξ0 : ξ0(n)=0, 1nN} c(q)N
/
N2, (3.9)
for some universal constant c>0. The LHS of (3.6) is bounded above by











ν{ξ0 : ξ0(j1)=ξ0(j2)=1, ξ0(n)=0,0nN +1, n = j1, j2}
×P (ζ1(j1)= ζ1(j2)=0) +· · · (3.10)
It is clear that there is a universal constant C >0 such that the first term
in (3.10) is bounded as
ν{ξ0 : ξ0(n)=0, 0nN +1}C(q)N+2
/
N2.









, r =2,3, . . .
Then one can see that there is a universal constant C > 0 such that the











provided mN . For m=N +1,N +2 there are the inequalities,





















If we choose =2C1 and ε sufficiently small the sum of all the terms in
(3.10) corresponding to the LHS of (3.11) with m N is bounded above
by 1/2 the RHS of (3.9). Similarly the term of (3.10) corresponding to the
LHS of (3.12) is bounded above by 1/4 the RHS of (3.9). Finally the term
of (3.10) corresponding to the LHS of (3.13) is bounded above by 1/4 the
RHS of (3.9) if we choose   2C1 sufficiently large in a universal way.
We have proved (3.6) in the case when A = {n ∈ Z : ζ0(n) = 1} is given by
A={1,2, . . . ,N}.
Next we generalize the previous argument to any finite set A. Let Ã
be the set of neighbors of A, Ã={n∈ Z : n∈A or n− 1 ∈A or n+ 1 ∈A}.
We assume Ã is the union of k intervals [j , rj ] ∩ Z,1  j  k, where rj +
1 < j+1, j = 1, . . . , k − 1. Note that since Ã is formed from A the length
of each interval is at least 2. We show that there is a universal constant C
such that
ν{ξ0 : ξ0(n)=0, n∈ Ã}Ck(q)2kν{ξ0 : ξ0(n)=0, n∈A} . (3.14)
We prove (3.14) by showing that for any ξ0 satisfying ξ0(n)=0, n∈ Ã there
is a configuration T ξ0 satisfying T ξ0(n)=0, n∈A and
ν{ξ0}Ck(q)2kν{T ξ0}. (3.15)
To define T ξ0 we observe that there are integers a1, . . . , ak, b1, . . . , bk
satisfying
b1 1 <r1 a1 <b2 2 <r2 a2 < · · ·<bk k <rk ak ,
such that ξ0(n)=0 for n∈ [b1, a1], [b2, a2], . . . , [bk, ak]. Further, ξ0(b1 −1)=
ξ0(ak +1)=1. If ξ0(n)=0 for rj <n<j+1 then we set aj =rj , bj+1 =j+1.
Otherwise aj and bj+1 are uniquely determined by the condition ξ0(aj +
1)= ξ0(bj+1 −1)=1. T ξ0 is then defined as
T ξ0(aj ) = T ξ0(bj )=1, 1 j k,
T ξ0(n) = ξ0(n), n∈Z−{a1, . . . , ak, b1, . . . , bk}.
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From the definition (3.8) for f and (3.7) the inequality (3.15) follows.
Note that T is one-one whence (3.14) follows.
To prove (3.6) in the general case we can proceed as before and use
(3.14). Thus the LHS of (3.6) is given by the sum,





ν {ξ0 : ξ(jr )=1,
1 r p, ξ0(n)=0, n∈ Ã−{j1, . . . , jp}
}
×P (ζ1(j1)= ζ1(j2)=· · ·= ζ1(jp)=0
)
.














ν{ξ0 : ξ0(n)=0, n∈ Ã},
where C,C1 are universal constants. The result follows now from (3.14).
The previous two lemmas imply a quantitative estimate on the solu-
tion of (1.3) which is global in time.
Corollary 3.1. Assume A,ε, η are as in Proposition 2.1. Let u(x, t)
be a solution of (1.3) which has the property that Av(2n,2n+2)[u(·,0)] 
η, n∈ Z. Then there are universal constants C  1,0 <δ < 1, such that if





 exp[−η/Cσ 2], t A. (3.16)
Proof. From (3.1) and the maximum principle for (1.3) we have for














where ν is any probability measure on initial configurations ξ0 and ζ0 sat-
isfies ζ0(0)=1, ζ0(n)=0, n =0. If we choose ν to be the measure in Lemma
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whence (3.16) follows for t =mA. If mA<t <(m+1)A we use the fact that
we have already proven (3.16) for t = (m− 1)A and then we use Proposi-
tion 2.1.
Next we consider the Markov chain ζm with initial configuration ζ0
given by ζ0(n) = 1, n  0, ζ0(n) = 0, n > 0. For m = 1,2, . . . we define rm
by
rm = sup{n∈Z : ζm(n)=1}. (3.18)
It is evident that −∞ < rm  m with probability one. If we put αm =
E[rm] then it is also clear that for k >m then αk αm +αk−m. Hence α =
limm→∞ αm/m exists and −∞α 1.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose a probability measure ν exists satisfying (3.6).
Then α 0 and limm→∞ rm/m=α with probability 1.
Proof. The fact that limm→∞ rm/m = α with probability 1 follows
from the subadditive ergodic theorem.(11) Hence we are left to show that
α  0 when (3.6) holds. We assume for contradiction that α < 0. Consider
the Markov chain ζm with initial configuration given by ζ0(n)= 1, n 0,
ζ0(n)=0, n<0. For m=1,2, . . . define m by
m = inf{n∈Z : ζm(n)=1}.
By symmetry limm→∞ m/m=−α with probability 1. Finally we consider
ζm with initial configuration given by ζ0(0)= 1, ζ0(n)= 0, n = 0. Then it
is clear that if ζm ≡0,
rm  sup{n∈Z : ζm(n)=1},
m  inf{n∈Z : ζm(n)=1}.




From (3.6) we have that




Evidently this last inequality contradicts (3.19) whence we conclude that
α 0.
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Lemma 3.4. Let ζm be the Markov chain defined by (3.2) with initial
condition ζ0 satisfying r0 <∞. Let ζ ′m be the chain with initial conditions ζ ′0 sat-
isfying ζ ′0(r0 +1)=1 and {n∈Z : ζ0(n)=1}⊂{n∈Z : ζ ′0(n)=1}. If r ′m = sup{n∈
Z : ζ ′m(n)=1} then there is the inequality E[r ′m]E[rm]+1, m1.
Proof. We argue as in Lemma 2.21 of Chapter VI of ref. 11. For
a set A ⊂ Z we define sets Am,m  0, by A0 = A and Am = {n ∈ Z :
ζm(n) = 1}, where ζm is the Markov chain (3.2) with initial data ζ0(n) =
0, n ∈A, ζ0(n)=1, n∈A. Consider now a second subset B ⊂Z. Then the
sets A1,B1 and (A ∪ B)1 are determined by the values of a collection of
Bernoulli variables Xn,n∈Z. It is clear that (A∪B)1 =A1 ∪B1, whence by
induction one has (A∪B)m =Am ∪Bm, m1. It follows that if for a set A
we put rAm = sup{n :n∈Am} then





We put now A={n∈ Z : ζ0(n)= 1} and B ={r0 + 1}, whence rm = rm, r ′m 
rA∪Bm . If A′ = {n ∈ Z : n  r0} then it is clear that rA
′
m  rAm . It follows now
from (3.20) that





)+ = rA′∪Bm − rA
′
m .








=1, whence the result follows.
Lemma 3.5. Suppose q satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.2 and
α(q)0 is the corresponding wave speed for the Markov chain ζm as given
in Lemma 3.3. Then if 0 < q ′ < q there is the inequality α(q ′) − α(q) 
q −q ′.
Proof. Let ζ qm be the Markov chain ζm with parameter q. We can
define the chains ζ qm and ζ
q ′
m on the same state space as follows: For n∈Z
let Yn,Zn be independent Bernoulli variables where Yn = 0 with probabil-
ity q and Zn =0 with probability q ′/q. Then ζ q
′
m+1 is determined from ζ
q
m
by taking the variables Xn in (3.2) to be Xn =Yn while ζ qm+1 is determined
from ζ q
′
m by putting Xn =min{Yn +Zn,1}.
We consider ζ qm and ζ
q ′









m (n)=0, n>0. It is evident that ζ q
′





m be defined as in (3.18). Then r
q ′
m  rqm. We define the stopping
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time τ to be τ = inf{m> 0 : rq ′m >rqm}. Evidently if τ <∞ then rq
′
τ  rqτ + 1.
It follows then from Lemma 3.4 that
E[rq
′
m |τ m]  E[rqm|τ m]+1.
It is easy to see that
P(τ >m) [1−q(1−q ′/q)]m.
Putting the last two inequalities together we conclude
E[rq
′
m ]  E[rqm]+1− [1−q(1−q ′/q)]m





Hence by a telescoping argument we have for any 0<q ′ <q, m1,
E[rq
′
m ]E[rqm]+m(q −q ′),
whence the result follows.
We have already observed that α(q)  1, 0 < q < 1. The next lemma
shows that limq→0 α(q)=1.
Lemma 3.6. There are universal constants c1, c2 > 0 such that if
0<q <c1 <1 then
α(q)1+ c2/ log q.
Proof. We consider the chain ζm of (3.2) with initial data ζ0(n)= 1,
n  0, ζ0(n) = 0, n > 0. Let Xn,m, n,m ∈ Z, m  0, be i.i.d. Bernoulli vari-
ables with P(Xn,m =0)=q. Then ζm(n) is determined by the values of the
Bernoulli variables. For any (n,m)∈Z2 let Qn,m be the square centered at





We define the region M ⊂ R2 to be the connected component of the
set {(x, y) ∈ R2 : 0  y  M, x  M + 1} − SM which contains the point
(M + 3/4, 1/2). Evidently M is with probability 1 a finite region. The
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boundary ∂M of M contains the 3 line segments {(M +1, y) : 0y M},
{(x,0) : 1/2  x  M + 1}, {(x,M) : ρM + 1/2  x  M + 1}, where ρM is an
integer satisfying ρM M. The remainder of the boundary ∂M consists of
sides of squares Qn,m with ζm(n)=1. Let AM be the set of (n,m)∈Z2 with
ζm(n)= 1 and such that a side of the square Qn,m is part of the boundary
∂M . Let BM ⊂AM be those (n,m) with Xn,m =0. We shall obtain inequal-
ities relating |AM |, |BM |, ρM and M.
We apply the divergence theorem in M . Thus if u denotes the out-
ward normal on ∂M we have that
∫
∂M
(e1 + e2) ·u dS =0,
where e1, e2 are unit vectors in the x and y directions. Evaluating the inte-




(e1 + e2) ·u dS =M −ρM. (3.21)
Observe that for the square Q0,0 the half side {( 12 , y) : 0y  12 } belongs to
∂M . Similarly the half side {(ρM + 12 , y) :M − 12 y M} belongs to ∂M .
We include (0,0) in the AM , and in BM if X0,0 = 0, but exclude (ρM,M).
Suppose now (n,m)∈AM −BM . Then Qn,m has a side in ∂M with nor-
mal parallel to e1. Further, if one moves along this side in the direction
of e2 the next side of a square forming part of ∂M has normal u = e2.
Observe also that if the side of a square Qn,m belongs to ∂M and u=−e2
on that side then (n,m)∈BM . We conclude then from (3.21) that |BM |




e2 ·u dS =ρM.
This yields the inequality |AM −BM | |BM |+ρM , whence we have the two
inequalities,
|AM |2|BM |+M, |BM |M −ρM. (3.22)
Let δ>0 and consider the configurations such that ρM <M(1−δ). Letting
N = |BM | we see from (3.22) that N  Mδ and |AM |  2N + M. Now the
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number of regions M satisfying |AM |  2N + M is bounded by 42N+M .
Hence




It is clear that if q satisfies 20q < 1 and we take δ = −[1 + ln 4]/[2 ln 4 +
ln q], then there is the inequality,
P (ρM <M(1− δ))5e−M.
The result follows from the Borel–Cantelli lemma.
Proposition 3.1. Assume A,ε, η are as in Proposition 2.1. Let c(σ )
be the wave speed for the stochastic FKPP equation as given in Theorem
1.1. Then there are positive constants C  1, δ < 1, such that if σ 2 < δη
then c(σ )2/A−Cσ 2/η.
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.6. We put ξ0(n)=1, n
0, ξ0(n) = 0, n > 0. For any ρ > 0 we define ζ0 by ζ0(n) = 1 for n 
[α(q)−ρ]M, ζ0(n)=0, n< [α(q)−ρ]M, where M is a positive integer. Let
ζm,M, m0, be the Markov chain with this initial data. Then by Lemma










Hence from Lemma 3.1 we have that
lim
M→∞
P (ξM(n)=0, n [α(q)−ρ]M)=0.
Hence from (3.1) we have that c(σ )  2[α(q) − ρ]/A. The result follows
from Lemma 3.6 on letting ρ →0.
4. CONTINUITY OF THE WAVE SPEED
In this section we prove the continuity of the wave speed c(σ ) at σ =0
by establishing the lower bound for inequality (1.8) of Theorem 1.2. We have
already observed that c(0)= 2 and that c(σ ) c(0). Hence to prove conti-
nuity we need to find a lower bound on c(σ ) which increases to 2 as σ →0.
Our initial goal will be to obtain a refinement of Proposition 2.1. Towards
that we consider the deterministic case σ =0.
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Lemma 4.1. Let η > 0, A > 2, and u(x, t) be the solution of (1.3)
for σ =0 with initial condition u(x,0). Suppose Av(−1,1)[u(·,0)]η. Then








−C2 log A. (4.1)
Proof. We may assume wlog that u(x,0) = u0(x) where u0(x) = 0,












where B(t) is Brownian motion with B(0)=x and Ex [{B(t)−B(0)}2]=2t .












, |x|2t, t 1. (4.3)
We can rewrite (4.2) as
u(x, t)=
∫











It is well known that Brownian motion B(s), 0  s  t , conditioned on
B(0)=x,B(t)=y has the same law as B ′(s)− s
t





B ′(s), s >0, is Brownian motion with B ′(0)=0, E[B ′(s)2]=2s. Now there
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If we write the conditional Brownian motion B(s)= (1− s
t
)x +z, it is clear
from (4.3) that















Thus if 2t − √t  |x|  2t, |y|  1, |B ′(s) − s
t
B ′(t)| < √t , there is the
inequality,
u(B(s), t − s)C′η e2
√
t , 0 s  t −1
for some universal constant C′. It follows now from (4.5), (4.6) that









2t −√t  |x|2t, |y|1, t >1.




















2t −√t  |x|2t, t >1.
Let us assume now that η e3
√
t  1. Then from the previous inequality we
see that there is a universal constant C3 >1 such that u(x, t)η provided
(x, t) lies in the region,






− log t, t C3. (4.7)
To complete the proof of the lemma it is sufficient to show that for any
L>1 there exists T (L)>1, depending only on L, such that
u(x, t)η, |x|L, t T (L). (4.8)
The inequality (4.8) follows from Lemma 2.1. It is clear now that (4.1)
with C1 =3,C2 =1 is a consequence of (4.7), (4.8).
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We consider the stochastic equation
ut =uxx +2ux +u(1−u)+σ
√
u(1−u) W (4.9)
with initial data u(x,0) satisfying u(x,0)=0, |x|>1. We shall be interested
in solutions of (4.9) on intervals [−L,L], L 2, with Dirichlet boundary
conditions. Let GL be the Dirichlet Green’s function for the equation ut =










, t >0. (4.10)







ds e(t−s)GL(x, y, t − s)
√
u(y, s)[1−u(y, s)] W(y, s),
(4.11)
where u is the solution to (4.9). Then we have the following generalization
of Lemma 2.2:





























ds e2(t−s)G2L(x, y, t − s)u(y, s). (4.12)
This expectation only increases if we assume u(x, t) is the solution to the
equation,
ut =uxx +2ux +u+σ
√
u W (4.13)
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on [−L,L] with Dirichlet boundary conditions and the same initial data








ds ϕ(y, s)u(y, s),
where u(x, t) is the solution to (4.13) on [−L,L] with Dirichlet boundary







where v(x, s), s  t, |x|<L, satisfies the initial-boundary value problem,
∂v
∂s
+vxx −2vx +v + σ
2
2
v2 +ϕ =0, s < t, (4.15)
v(x, t)=0, |x|<L, v(x, s)=0, |x|=L, s < t.
Letting, X(s) be Brownian motion with drift −2 in [−L,L] and killed on
the boundary then the solution v(x, s) of (4.14) is a fixed point of the






t − s GL(x, y, t − s), |y|<L, 0 s  t, (4.16)




Then we have from (2.9) that
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From (4.10) we see that
et−sGL(x, x′, t − s)2
√
t − s  1√
π
e2L, |x|, |x′|L, (4.17)













Now let SL,β ={v : [−L,L]× [0, t ]→R :‖v‖e2L/β}. Then if β satisfies β 
σ 2e2Lt it follows that T maps SL,β into SL,β . In a similar way to the der-
ivation of (4.18) one can see that T is also a contraction mapping on SL,β
whence there is a unique solution v∈SL,β to the equation v=T v. We con-






provided β  σ 2e2Lt . We apply (4.19) to (4.12). Thus 2θ2VL(x, t) = Vϕ(t)































provided |x|L, t >0.
Next we obtain an estimate on the difference NL(x, t) − NL(x, t − δ)
where 0<δ <t/3. To do this we need to estimate the LHS of (4.14) where
ϕ(y, s) is given by
ϕ(y, s)=2θ2e2(t−s)G2L(x, y, t − s), |y|<L, t − δ <s < t, (4.22)
ϕ(y, s) = 2θ2
{
e(t−s)GL(x, y, t − s) − et−δ−sGL(x, y, t − δ − s)
}2
,
|y|<L, 0<s <t − δ.
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(t + δ − s)1/2|v(x, s)|.








(t − s)5/2 e
t−sGL(x, y, t − s)
for some universal constant C, it follows that with ϕ as in (4.22) then
there is the inequality,







for some universal constant C1. Let Sθ,δ be the set
Sθ,δ =
{




2σ 2e4L(tδ)1/2 1/4 then T maps Sθ,δ to Sθ,δ and one can easily see
that T is a contraction. We conclude then that,







Arguing as before we conclude that
P
(





















Finally we need to obtain an estimate on the difference NL(x +














et−sGL(x, y, t − s)
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for some universal constant C. If 0 <δ < t/3 < 1 then we can argue as in
Lemma 2.2 to obtain an estimate similar to (4.23),
P
(





















for some universal constant C1. Suppose now 0<δ <1, t >3. Then in the
same way we derived (4.21) we have the inequality,
P
(















[δ + (δ/t)1/2]1/2σ √t
}]
. (4.25)
The result follows from the inequalities (4.21), (4.23), (4.24), (4.25).
Lemma 4.3. There is a universal constant c > 0 such that for







Proof. This follows from the representation of conditional Brownian
motion given in Lemma 4.1 and the inequality (4.6).
Lemma 4.4. Let u(x, t) be a solution of (4.9) on the interval
[−L,L] with Dirichlet boundary conditions and initial data u(x,0) satis-
fying Av(−1,1)[u(·,0)]η. Then there are universal constants c1,C2,C3 >0,
such that for |x|<L/2, there is the inequality,
u(x,L2) c1η exp
[
−x −C2ηL2e2L − log L
]
−η (4.26)
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Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Proposition 2.1. First we
assume wlog that u(x,0) = 0 for |x| > 1 and Av[−1,1]u(·,0) = η. We apply









with probability at least (4.27). The result follows by applying the analogue
of (2.20) again, this time with γ =1−C2ηe2L and using Lemma 4.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.2, inequality (1.8). In Lemma 4.4 we take η=
σ,L = 18 | log σ |. With this choice it follows that if σ is sufficiently small




To finish the proof we proceed as in section 3. Thus in analogy to
(3.1) we define ξm for a solution u(x, t) of (1.3) by,
ξm(n)=1 if Av(n(2L2−2 log L)−1,n(2L2−2 log L)+1)[u(·, mL2)] η,
ξm(n)=0 if Av(n(2L2−2 log L)−1,n(2L2−2 log L)+1)[u(·, mL2)] <η.
If we define ζm as in (3.2) with q =exp[−1/C3
√
σ ] then the results of Sec-
tion 3 apply to ξm and ζm. If the initial data for u(x, t) is u(x,0)=1, x <
0, u(x,0)=0, x >0, then it follows in particular from Lemma 3.6 that,
lim inf
m→∞ [sup{n∈Z : ξm(n)=1}/m]1−C
√
σ (4.29)
for some universal constant C >0. The result follows now from (4.29).
5. EXISTENCE OF WAVE SPEED
We first show that the limit (1.6) of Theorem 1.2 exists as t → ∞
through the integers.
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Lemma 5.1. Let u be a solution of (1.3) such that −∞ < a(0) 







with probability 1, as m∈Z goes to infinity.
Proof. We first consider the case when a(0)= b(0), whence we may
assume u(x,0) = 1, x < 0 and u(x,0) = 0, x > 0. For m = 0,1,2, . . . , we
define the random variable X0,m by X0,m = b(m). We also define random
variables Xr,m, 1  r  m. To do this let u(x, t), t  r, be the solution of
(1.3) with initial condition u(x, r)=1, x b(r), u(x, r)=0, x >b(r). Then
we put
Xr,m = sup{x ∈R :u(x,m)>0}−b(r).
Evidently one has that X0,m X0,r +Xr,m, 0  r m. It is also clear that
for each k  1 the variables X(m−1)k,mk, m  1, are independent identi-
cally distributed. Further, for each m0 the set of variables {Xm,m+k :k 
0} have the same distribution as {Xm+1,m+k+1 : k  0}. Finally one notes
from(13) that E[X+0,1] < ∞. The result follows now from the subadditive
ergodic theorem, Theorem 2.6 of Chapter VI of ref. 11. To generalize to
the case b(0)−a(0)>0, let bH (m) denote the values of b(m) for the Heav-
iside initial data just considered. It follows now from ref. 18 that
bH (m)+a(0)b(m)bH (m)+b(0), m=1,2, . . . ,
whence the result for Heaviside initial data implies the general result.
To extend the limit in Lemma 5.1 to all t → ∞ we use a result of
ref. 20 which directly applies to the situation here.
Lemma 5.2. Let 0 < t < 1, a > 0. Then there is a constant C(σ)















Proof. Same as for Proposition 3.2 of ref. 20.
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Lemma 5.3. Let u be a solution of (1.3) such that −∞ < a(0) 














{b(s +m)−b(m), b(m+1)−b(s +m)}>√m
]
C(σ) exp[−m/8].
Hence the result follows from the Borel–Cantelli lemma.
Lemma 5.4. Let c(σ ) be the wave speed as defined in Lemma 5.3.
Then c(σ )0.









































with probability 1. The result follows.
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Next we wish to show that c(σ ) > 0. First we show that this is the
case for a discrete version of (1.3). Proceeding as in ref. 5 we discretize





[u(x +h, t)−2u(x, t)+u(x −h, t)]
+γ u(x, t)[1−u(x, t)]+ σ√
h
√
u(x, t)[1−u(x, t)] W(x, t),
(5.1)
where the W(x, t), x ∈ hZ, are independent copies of white noise. It
was shown in ref. 5 that expectations of polynomials in the variables
u(x, t), x ∈ hZ, are equal to expectations for a dual process N(t): Z →
Z+ where Z+ denotes the non-negative integers. Let N(t)= (. . . , Ni−1(t),
Ni(t), Ni+1(t), . . . ), where Ni(t) is the number of particles at site i ∈ Z.
The Markov chain N(t) is defined by the transition rates at which parti-
cles are born, coagulate and diffuse. Birth, for which A→A+A, occurs at
rate γ . Coagulation, for which A+A→A, occurs at rate σ 2/h. A particle
diffuses from i ∈ Z to i + 1 at rate D/h2 and also from i to i − 1 at rate
D/h2. Let u(x, t) be the solution of (5.1) with initial data u(x,0)=1, x 0,
u(x,0)=0, x >0. Then from ref. 5 we have the identity,
<u(x, t)>
=P [Nj(t)>0 for some j 0




We can bound from below the probability on the RHS of (5.2) by the
probability for a Markov chain on hZ×{1,2}. The transitions in the chain
occur at exponential rates as follows:
(x,2) → (x,1) at rate σ 2/h+2D/h2,
(x,2) → (x −h,1) at rate 2D/h2,
(x,1) → (x,2) at rate γ,
(x,1) → (x +h,1) at rate D/h2,
(x,1) → (x −h,1) at rate D/h2 .
Let [X(t), s(t)] with X(t)∈hZ, s(t)∈{1,2} be the position at time t of the
Markov chain with these transition rates.
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Lemma 5.5. There is the inequality,
P [X(t)0
∣∣ X(0)=x, s(0)=1]P [Nj(t)>0 for some j 0
∣∣ Ni(0)=0,
i =x/h, Nx/h(0)=1] .
Proof. We do this by a coupling argument. Consider the initial state
N(0) of the Markov chain N(t) to consist of 1 red particle at site x/h∈Z.
The state at time t consists of black particles and 1 red particle or black
particles and 2 red particles on the same site. The transitions between
black and red particles are as follows:
(a) Black particles give birth to black particles, and 2 black particles
coagulate to 1 black particle.
(b) A black particle and a red particle coagulate to 1 red particle,
while 2 red particles coagulate to 1 red particle.
(c) If there is just 1 red particle it gives birth to a second red
particle. If there are 2 red particles on the same site they give birth to
black particles.
(d) Suppose there are 2 red particles at i ∈Z. If one of the red parti-
cles moves to i +1 it becomes black. If one of the red particles moves to
i −1 it remains red but the red particle left at site i now becomes black.
Let X(t)/h∈Z be the position of the red particles at time t and s(t)
be the number. Thus X(t)∈hZ, s(t)∈{1,2}, X(0)=x, s(0)=1. It is clear
that [X(t), s(t)] ∈ hZ × {1,2} has the same law as the Markov chain we
already defined, whence the result.
Lemma 5.6. Suppose x > 0, t > 0 and put ρ = 2Dγ t/[σ 2 + γ h +
4D/h] − x. There is a constant C(D,γ,h)> 0 depending only on D,γ,h,













Proof. Let f : hZ × {1,2} → R be a bounded function and v(x, s, t)




∣∣ X(0)=x, s(0)= s
]
.
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(x,2, t) = 2D
h2
[











with initial condition v(x, s,0) = f (x, s). Since the equations are transla-
tion invariant we can solve them by going to Fourier variables. Thus for




v(x, s, t) eixξ .















































i sin hξ , (5.4)
where we take the square root with positive real part. Then the eigenvalues
























Then the eigenvectors corresponding to λ+(ξ), λ−(ξ) are given by [γ,β(ξ)±





































exp [λ−(ξ)t ] .
We take now f (x, s)=e−δx, x 0, f (x, s)=0, x <0, for any δ>0, whence
f̂ (ξ, s)=h/ [1− exp{h(iξ − δ)}] . (5.7)


















f̂ (ξ, s) exp[λ−(ξ)t ]e−ixξ dξ .
Observe that
Re f̂ (ξ, s) = h(1− e
−δh)+he−δh(1− coshξ)
(1− e−δh)2 +2e−δh(1− coshξ) ,
Im f̂ (ξ, s) = he
−δh sin hξ
(1− e−δh)2 +2e−δh(1− coshξ) .
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Hence there is a universal constant C >0 such that
∫ π/h
0
|Re f̂ (ξ, s)|+ | sin hξ Im f̂ (ξ, s)|dξ C. (5.8)





f̂ (ξ, s) exp[λ−(ξ)t ]e−ixξ dξ
∣∣∣
C(D,γ,h)[h+|x|+ t ] exp[−γ t/2]. (5.9)
Using a similar argument we see that the terms on the RHS of (5.6)
involving exp[λ−(ξ)t ] are bounded by the RHS of (5.9).
In order to estimate the terms on the RHS of (5.6) which involve
exp[λ+(ξ)t ] we first need to show that the real part of λ+(ξ) is strictly
negative for ξ ∈ [−π/h,π/h], ξ = 0. We write λ+(ξ)=−a(ξ)+α(ξ) where
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Hence Reλ+(ξ)<0 for ξ ∈ [−π/h,π/h], ξ =0. In fact one easily sees that
there is a constant C(D,γ,h)>0 independent of σ such that
Reλ+(ξ)−C(D,γ,h)[1− coshξ ], ξ ∈ [−π/h,π/h]. (5.10)
Next we need to analytically continue λ+(ξ), ξ ∈ R, into the complex

















It is clear from (5.11) that there are positive constants η0(D, γ,h),
C(D, γ,h) such that λ+(ξ + iη) is analytic as a function of ξ + iη∈C pro-
vided |η|<η0(D, γ, h), and
|λ+(ξ)−λ+(ξ + iη)|C(D,γ,h)|η| (5.12)
in this region. It is also clear that for any η satisfying 0 <η <η0(D, γ,h)










f̂ (ξ + iη, s) exp[λ+(ξ + iη)t ] exp[−ixξ +xη]dξ .
For x >0, t >0, we define ρ by
ρ =2Dγ t
/[
σ 2 +γ h+4D/h
]
−x,
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and assume ρ >0. Hence η=ερ/2Dt lies in the interval 0<η<η0(D, γ,h)
for all t >0, provided ε >0 is chosen sufficiently small depending only on
D,γ,h. Observe now the inequalities,





|Re f̂ (ξ + iη, s)|+ | sin hξ Im f̂ (ξ + iη, s)|dξ C, (5.13)
where the second inequality is just a restatement of (5.8) with δ > 0
replaced by δ + η. From these inequalities, (5.10), (5.12) we get a sim-









f̂ (ξ + iη, s) exp[λ+(ξ + iη)t ] exp[−ixξ +xη]dξ
∣∣∣
C2(D, γ,h)[h+|x|+ t ] exp[−c3(D, γ,h)εt ] . (5.14)
Finally we need to estimate the integral on the interval Iε where we
may assume hξ is small. To do this we write
exp[λ+(ξ + iη)t ]= exp
[
Re λ+(ξ + iη)t + i Im λ+(ξ)t
]
×{1+ (exp [i Im {λ+(ξ + iη)−λ+(ξ)}t ]−1)} . (5.15)
Observe that there is a constant C4(D, γ,h), such that
∣∣∣∣
λ−(0)
λ−(ξ + iη) −1+
2Dγhi(ξ + iη)
(σ 2 +γ h+4D/h)2
∣∣∣∣C4(D, γ, h)|ξ + iη|2 .
Hence from (5.11) there is the inequality,
∣∣∣∣∣
λ+(ξ + iη)− 2Dγ i(ξ + iη)








C5(D, γ,h)|ξ + iη|3 .
Thus for ε sufficiently small, depending only on D,γ,h there is the
inequality,




σ 2 +γ h+4D/h .
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From the previous inequality one has that
Re λ+(ξ + iη)t +xη−Dξ2t/2− ε(1− ε)ρ2/2Dt . (5.16)
The result follows now from (5.13), (5.14), (5.15), (5.16).
Corollary 5.1. Let ch(σ ) be the wave speed for the discretized equa-
tion (5.1). Then there is the inequality,
ch(σ )2Dγ/[σ 2 +γ h+4D/h] .
Proof. We proceed as in Lemma 5.4 and use Lemma 5.5 and













Now we follow the argument of Lemma 5.4.
Remark 1. The lower bound on ch(σ ) in Corollary 5.1 is consistent
with the conjecture ch(σ )∼2Dγ/σ 2 as σ →∞ stated in ref. 5.
The lower bound on ch(σ ) in Corollary 5.1 goes to 0 as h → 0. In
order to get a positive lower bound on c(σ ) we need an estimate which
remains positive as h→0. To do this we define a Markov chain similar to
but somewhat more complicated than the Markov chain studied in Lemma
5.6. The state space for the chain is hZ∪ (hZ×hZ). The transitions in the
chain occur at exponential rates as follows:
x → x +h at rate D/h2, x ∈hZ,
x → x −h at rate D/h2, x ∈hZ,
x → (x, x)∈hZ×hZ at rate γ, x ∈hZ,
(x, y) → (x +h, y) at rate D/h2, x, y ∈hZ,
(x, y) → (x −h, y) at rate D/h2, x, y ∈hZ, (5.17)
(x, y) → (x, y +h) at rate D/h2, x, y ∈hZ,
(x, y) → (x, y −h) at rate D/h2, x, y ∈hZ,
(x, x) → x ∈hZ at rate σ 2/h, x ∈hZ,
(x, y) → min[x, y]∈hZ at rate λσ , x, y ∈hZ.
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The final rate λσ >0 has yet to be determined. Any positive value of
λσ yields a positive lower bound on c(σ ). We shall see later how to choose
λσ to obtain an optimal lower bound on c(σ ) for large σ .
Lemma 5.7. Let Xh(t) be the Markov chain on hZ ∪ (hZ × hZ)
defined by the transition rates (5.17). Then there is the inequality,
P
[





Nj(t)>0 for some j 0
∣∣ Ni(0)=0, i =x/h,Nx/h(0)=1
]
.
Proof. We proceed as in Lemma 5.5. Thus for the many particle sys-
tem all but 1 or 2 particles are black and the remainder red. The transition
(x, y)→min[x, y] corresponds to the right most of 2 red particles turning
black.
We wish now to estimate the probability that the Markov chain Xh(t)
started at x ∈ hZ has all co-ordinates positive. Since the chain is more
complicated than the one considered in Lemma 5.6 we shall proceed
differently. We define random variables τh, Yh(t), t < τh, as follows: Con-
sider Xh(t) with λσ = 0 started at (0,0) ∈ hZ × hZ. Then τh = inf{t > 0 :
Xh(t)∈hZ}. For 0<t  τh the variable Yh(t) is the minimum of the 2 co-
ordinates of Xh(t)∈hZ×hZ. We define functions ah, bh as








, θ, t >0,





} ∣∣ τh = t
]
, θ, t >0.
With λσ as in (5.17) let T1, T2, . . . , be i.i.d. exponential variables with
parameter λσ . Let τh,1, τh,2, . . . , be i.i.d variables which have the same dis-
tribution as the variable τh defined above.
Lemma 5.8. Let Tγ be an exponential variable with parameter γ .
Then for θ >0 there is the inequality,


















bh(θ, τh,r ) exp
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where Th,m,k is the random variable,
Th,m,k =T1 +· · ·+Tm + τh,1 +· · ·+ τh,k. (5.18)











ah(θ, s); Tγ +T1 >t
]
. (5.19)








where X̄h(t) is the minimum of the co-ordinates of Xh(t). We consider first













P (Xh(s)∈hZ, 0 s  t) = P(Tγ > t) . (5.20)
Next we consider the case where a particle is created at time Tγ < t and
Xh(s)∈hZ×hZ for Tγ <s  t . This corresponds to the inequalities,
Tγ < t <Tγ +min[T1, τh,1]. (5.21)




exp{θX̄h(t)};no particle deletion before time t

















ah(θ, s) . (5.22)
We conclude then from (5.20), (5.22) that
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ah(θ, s); Tγ +T1 >t
]
.
The RHS of the last inequality is the same as (5.19).
We consider now the situation where there are m+k1 particle dele-
tions before time t , m of these occurring by virtue of the final transition
in (5.17) and k of them by virtue of the penultimate transition of (5.17).





ways of ordering the particle deletions. Let T1, . . . , Tm be the times from
creation to deletion for particles which are deleted by virtue of the final
transition in (5.17). Then T1, . . . , Tm are independent exponential variables
with parameter λσ . Similarly let τh,1, . . . , τh,k be the times from creation
to deletion for particles deleted by virtue of the penultimate transition of
(5.17). The variables τh,1, . . . , τh,k are i.i.d. with distribution the same as






} ;m+k particle creations and m+k particle
deletions before time t,m of the deletions being by virtue of
the final transition of (5.17)











bh(θ, τh,r ) exp
[









where Th,m,k <t is given by (5.18). For n>0 let Tn,γ be a Gamma variable
with parameters (n, γ ). The event in (5.23) corresponds to the inequality,
Tm+k,γ +Th,m,k < t <Tγ +Tm+k,γ +Th,m,k. (5.24)
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The situation where there are m+k +1 particle creations and m+k parti-
cle deletions before time t corresponds to the inequality,
Tγ +Tm+k,γ +Th,m,k < t <min[Tm+1, τh,k+1]+Tγ +Tm+k,γ +Th,m,k.
(5.25)






} ;m+k +1 particle creations andm+k particle deletions
before time t, mof the deletions being by virtue of the final transition
of (5.17)















bh(θ, τh,r ) exp
[









Observe now that in view of (5.25) one has
ah(θ, t −Tγ −Tm+k,γ −Th,m,k) sup
0s<Tm+1
ah(θ, s).
We also have from (5.25) that Tγ + Tm+k,γ < t − Th,m,k. Observe also that
the events (5.24), (5.25) are disjoint and that the union of these events is
contained in the event,
t −Th,m,k −Tγ −Tm+1 <Tm+k,γ < t −Th,m,k .






} ; m+k or m+k +1 particle creations and m+k deletions
before time t , m of the deletions being by virtue of the final transition of
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(5.17)














bh(θ, τh,r ) exp
[













−γ sγ ds .
The result follows from this last inequality on taking the expectation and
summing w.r.t. m,k.
We need to estimate the RHS of the inequality in the statement of
Lemma 5.8 in such a way that our estimates are uniform as h → 0. We
begin with the function ah(θ, t). To do this we define a Markov chain with
state space {(y1, y2)∈hZ×hZ :y1 y2}. The transitions in the chain occur
at exponential rates as follows:
(y1, y2) → (y1 +h, y2) at rate D/h2, y1 >y2,
(y1, y2) → (y1 −h, y2) at rate D/h2, y1 >y2,
(y1, y2) → (y1, y2 +h) at rate D/h2, y1 >y2,
(y1, y2) → (y1, y2 −h) at rate D/h2, y1 >y2, (5.27)
(y1, y2) → (y1 +h, y2) at rate 2D/h2, y1 =y2,
(y1, y2) → (y1, y2 −h) at rate 2D/h2, y1 =y2,
(y1, y2) → killed at rate σ 2/h, y1 =y2,
Let τh be the killing time for the Markov chain defined by (5.27). Then if
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Then uh satisfies the partial difference equation,
∂uh
∂t
(y1, y2, t) = D
h2
[
uh(y1 +h, y2, t)+uh(y1 −h, y2, t)+uh(y1, y2 +h, t)
+uh(y1, y2 −h, t)−4uh(y1, y2, t)
]
, y1 >y2, (5.28)
∂uh
∂t
(y1, y2, t) = 2D
h2
[





uh(y1, y2, t), y1 =y2
for t >0 with initial condition,
uh(y1, y2,0)=f (y1, y2), y1 y2. (5.29)
Next we define a Markov chain with state space {z ∈hZ : z  0}. The
transitions in the chain occur at exponential rates as follows:
z → z+hat rate 2D/h2, z>0,
z → z−hat rate 2D/h2, z>0,
(5.30)
0 → hat rate 4D/h2,
0 → killed at rate σ 2/h.
Let Zh(t) be the position of the walk at time t determined by (5.30). For











(z, t) = 2D
h2
[vh(z+h, t)+vh(z−h, t)−2vh(z, t)] , z>0,
∂vh
∂t
(0, t) = 4D
h2
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for t >0 with initial condition,
vh(z,0)=g(z), z0. (5.33)
Observe that there is a relation between the chains (5.27), (5.30). Thus if
vh(z, t) is a solution of (5.32) with initial condition (5.33) then uh(y1, y2, t)
=vh(y1 −y2, t) is a solution of (5.28) with initial condition (5.29) given by






) ; t <τh
∣∣ Yh,1(0)=y1, Yh,2(0)=y2
]




We can extend the identity (5.34) by an inequality when the function
f (y1, y2) is no longer just a function of y1 −y2.
Lemma 5.9. Let uh be the solution of (5.28) with initial condition
f given by
f (y1, y2)= e−θ(y1+y2)/2 g(y1 −y2), y1 y2. (5.35)
Let vh,θ be the solution of (5.32) with the diffusion constant D in the
equation replaced by D cosh(θh/2) and with the initial condition (5.33).
Then there is the identity,














vh,θ (y1 −y2, t), y1 y2, t >0.
(5.36)
Proof. If we take uh to be the RHS of (5.36) then one can easily see
that it has initial condition (5.35). One can also see that for this function
the LHS of (5.28) is larger than the RHS. The inequality (5.36) follows
now by the maximum principle.
Lemma 5.9 will enable us to estimate the function ah(θ, t). Next we
turn to the problem of estimating the function bh(θ, t). To do this we con-
sider an elliptic problem. Let f be a real valued function on the state
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uh(y1, y2) = D
h2
[













uh(y1, y2) = 2D
h2




f (y1, y2), y1 =y2 .
If we take f ≡1 in (5.37) then we obtain an identity analogous to (5.34).
























Lemma 5.10. Let uh be the solution of (5.38) with the function f
given by
f (y1, y2)= e−θ(y1+y2)/2, y1 y2,













Let vh,θ be the solution of (5.39) with the diffusion constant D in the
equation replaced by D cosh(θh/2) and λ in the equation replaced by λ−
4D
h2
[cosh(θh/2)−1]. Then there is the identity,
uh(y1, y2)= e−θ(y1+y2)/2 vh,θ (y1 −y2), y1 y2.
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Proof. Substitute the ansatz for uh into (5.38) and use (5.39) to ver-
ify that (5.38) holds.
We can use Lemmas 5.9 and 5.10 to bound the terms on the RHS of
the inequality in Lemma 5.8.
Lemma 5.11. Let eθx
∑∞
m,k=0 Am,k be the RHS of the inequality in
the statement of Lemma 5.8. Let Zh(t) be the walk defined by (5.30) with




























−γ sγ ds. (5.41)
Proof. For N =0 the integral in (5.41) is not part of the inequality.













{cosh (θh)−1} , (5.42)
that (5.41) holds for N = 0. Consider now N  1 and m,k fixed with m+






















































−γ sγ ds .
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∣∣ Zh(0)=0)e−λσ tλσ dt − δh,σ (θ),
where Zh is the random walk defined by (5.30) but with the diffusion con-

























where again Zh is the random walk defined by (5.30) with D replaced by









The inequality (5.41) follows now from the previous inequalities.
Lemma 5.11 enables us to find a bound on the probability in the
statement of Lemma 5.8. This bound grows however exponentially in t as
t →∞. By a slight modification of the argument of Lemma 5.11 we can
obtain a bound which decays exponentially in t as t →∞.
Lemma 5.12. Let α satisfy the inequalities 0 < α < 1, αγ < λσ .
Define δh,σ,α(θ) by (5.40) but with λσ replaced by λσ − αγ > 0. Suppose
α also satisfies the inequality,
α[1+γ /λσ ]<δh,σ,α(θ). (5.43)
Then there is the inequality,
P
(
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Proof. We use the notation of Lemma 5.11. From the inequality,
(γ s)N−1/(N −1)! (1−α)−N+1 exp[(1−α)γ s],



















Since Tγ and Tm+1 are exponential variables with parameters γ,λσ respec-





(1−α)(λσ −αγ ) ,
where we have used the assumptions α<1, αγ <λσ . We conclude that the



























The inequality (5.46) evidently also holds for N = 0. In view of (5.43) the
sum of the RHS of (5.46) w.r.t. N is convergent, whence we obtain (5.44).
Next we wish to take the continuum limit h → 0 of Lemma 5.12.
In order to do this we find the continuum limit of the function δh,σ (θ)
defined by (5.40).
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Proof. Let Zh(t) be the walk defined by (5.30) with the diffusion
constant D replaced by D cosh(θh/2). Let g be a bounded function on the










where λ>0 is an arbitrary parameter. It follows from (5.31), (5.32), (5.33)

















For z′ ∈ hZ, z′ > 0, let vh(z) = Gλ,h(z, z′) be the solution of (5.48) when
λg(z) is the Kronecker delta λg(z)=h−1δ(z− z′). By standard calculation






















, 0 z z′,





































]2z′/h +Eh(z′) . (5.51)







the coefficient of Ch(z′) in (5.49) is strictly positive. It is evident that the









































σ 2 +2√2λD C(z
′), (5.53)








Suppose now g : R+ → R is a continuous bounded function satisfying
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Note also that v(z) is the solution to the boundary value problem which
is the continuum limit of (5.48),
−2Dv′′(z) + λv(z)=λg(z), z>0, (5.54)
v′(0) = σ 2 v(0)/4D.
Now to compute the limit of δh,σ (θ) as h → 0 we observe that δh,σ (θ) =
vh(0) where the function g is given by
g(z)=1− exp[−θz/2], z0.











One can easily compute the RHS of this last equation from (5.52), (5.53),
to obtain (5.47).
Remark 2. A boundary value problem similar to (5.54) has been
previously studied in the context of particle systems (see ref. 17).
Lemma 5.13 enables us to take the continuum limit of Lemma 5.12.
We do this under the assumption that solutions of the discretized equation
(5.1) converge in distribution to solutions of the continuous equation,
∂u
∂t
(x, t)=Duxx +γ u(1−u)+σ
√
u(1−u) W(x, t) , (5.55)
as h→0.
Lemma 5.14. Let u(x, t) be the solution of (5.55) with initial con-
dition u(x,0) = 1, x < 0, u(x,0) = 0, x  0. Let α satisfy the inequalities,














where λ=λσ −αγ >0. Suppose α also satisfies the inequality,
α[1+γ /λσ ]<δσ,α(θ). (5.56)
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Then there is the inequality,
〈1−u(x, t)〉 α
−1λσ (1−α)
α2γ +λσ δσ,α(θ)−α(γ +λσ )
exp[θx +2Dθ2t −αγ t ] .
(5.57)
Proof. The result follows from Lemma 5.12, Lemma 5.13, the iden-
tity (5.2) and Lemma 5.7.
The following lemma now completes the proof of inequality (1.7) of
Theorem 1.2.
Lemma 5.15. Let c(σ ) be the wave speed for the equation (5.55) as
defined in Lemma 5.3. Then c(σ )>0 for σ >0 and there is the inequality,
lim inf
σ→∞ σ
2 c(σ )2Dγ . (5.58)
Proof. We apply the argument of Lemma 5.4 and we use Lemma




α(σ, θ)/θ =2D/[σ 2 +2
√
2λD ][1+γ /λσ ]=α(σ).
By choosing θ in (5.57) to be sufficiently small and independent of t we
see that c(σ )α(σ)γ provided 0<α(σ)<1, α(σ)γ <λσ . By choosing λσ =
σ 2 and letting σ →∞ we obtain the inequality (5.58).
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